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REA's EMT High quality Edition Flashcard Publication with Online QuizzesRaise your rating with 300
must-study check questions! The book also includes fun facts about the medical/EMT profession and its
own history. Our flashcard publication may be the perfect refresher and offers a quick and convenient
way to practice answering queries while pinpointing your strengths and weaknesses.Written by an expert
with almost 30 years of experience in the fire and EMS arenas, our flashcards offer you full scenarios to
evaluate in a multiple-choice format, just like the actual check. The book contains 300 must-study queries
that cover all of the test categories on the EMT exam: airway and inhaling and exhaling, cardiology,
medical, obstetrics and pediatrics, and trauma. Instant rating reports assist you to zero in on the topics
that give you trouble now and demonstrate how to arrive at the correct answer-so you'll be prepared on
check day.REA's flashcard book for the EMT test can help you check your test-readiness and get yourself
a high score.REA's EMT flashcards are perfect for on-the-move review and perfect for person, classroom,
or group study. Handy icons assist you to locate questions by subject matter, so you can review and test
thoroughly your knowledge in specific areas.REA's online Research Center offers you 4 test-readiness
quizzes predicated on flashcard questions from the book.
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It's not flashcards - it's a book Would have really liked for something advertised as FLASHCARDS to
actually be FLASHCARDS and not a book filled with printed flashcards. Nearly the same. Searching at it
on my telephone the "book" aspect was significantly less than obvious.. Helped me pass my NREMT.
Most of the practice queries in here are okay. That said, there are several that are outdated and others that
are flat-out wrong. (Be specifically careful with the CPR-related queries!helped immensely with the
NREMT created exam and getting licensed.) If you're searching for a better source, I felt that the EMT
PocketPrep app was a zillion times better.Dr. Lindsey, if you're reading this, please go back through this
reserve and do some updating. And find out about the nature of the "adaptive" character of the NREMT
exam as there is discussion out there about it and it's really mostly true. Get this book! Great Great way to
study in the goHelped me complete my emt state test The questions are not quite exactly like those on the
nremt test but it was very .. I will not keep that against the publication, but easily could, I would've given
4. The questions aren't quite the same as those on the nremt test but it was very helpful for review (i
passed registry) Precisely what was needed The flashcards were great - if had to accomplish again, prob
wouldn't normally purchase the exam. Your investment orange book, your old course notes, or anything
else online for the NREMT written... Lives depend on having correct compression-to-respiration info! I
credit this along with the crash course publication from the same publisher with passing the
NREMT/getting licensed. Cheap, widely available, correct/current. Purchase both these books (oh look
they are also super inexpensive!5 stars. Also, can the "career pulse" tidbits peppered throughout. As you
can plainly see from the product image it boldly says "EMT-BASIC FLASHCARDS" Dr.. I used it to
quickly review for the check, before taking it. Five Stars It helped Passed! good study guide Helped me
complete my certification exam, great study direct. The graphic is normally ugly, and the trivia silly. I
highly recommend this book.if you walk out feeling like you simply aced it - you almost certainly flunked
(but if not, then you may want to consider taking the MCAT), and if you walk out feeling like you just
returned from battle then you likely passed (especially if you get cut off before 100 questions roughly, an
excellent sign if you don't bombed it). Cut me away at 70 and passed! I also discovered a couple of things
that I either didn't remember or it wasn't covered in my course. EMT good review and prep for boards We
felt confident taking the test after reviewing the questions in this book, particularly when We saw
questions about the test that I had observed in the book. My only complaint is that these aren't real
flashcards. I was hoping these were and that I'd just have to individual them so that I possibly could take
them with me and sort out the ones I knew well from the types I still had a need to review or inquire
queries on..), read through them, then memorize them best to bottom during the weeks/days before the
exam and you will probably pass. Good luck ya'll. Lindsey, Please Revise Your Book! I thought I would
fail because I waited six months after I finished my course to take my NREMT. I noticed that I knew most
of the details which made me experience better about the test. I knew this publication was worth it when I
had taken the test and some of the queries were nearly the same as the ones in this book.
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